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Managing the distance equation

Christopher Williams, Amsterdam Business School

Offshore outsourcing continues to gather pace. Offshore outsourcing
vendors have matured over recent years in terms of sophistication in the
range of services offered to clients, as well as in their ability to offer
innovative solutions on top of cost savings. Christopher Williams looks at
whether the pros outweigh the cons for this particular business strategy.

Clients have matured in terms of their ability to select vendors and manage
international projects with resources dispersed across multiple locations and
organisations. However, hidden costs persist. Notwithstanding client and vendor
maturity, these costs should not be ignored. Many of the problems that thwart the
transitioning towards a new global distribution of work relate to various forms of
distance between those delegating the work and those carrying out the work. It is
now well-recognised that these distances not only include geographic, cultural and
temporal (time zone) differences, but they also relate to linguistic and even
economic/institutional differences between the home country of the client and the
country in which the vendor's resources are located.

In addition, in the case of offshore outsourcing there is an additional distance to
consider: the inter-organisational distance. We can define this as the aggregate
difference between the organisational knowledge and cultures of client and vendor
firms. This distance is likely to be industry- and company-specific, and can be a
source of knowledge transfer failure and poor performance, especially for newly
formed client-vendor arrangements, or for vendors entering new or highly
specialised market segments in which they have little prior experience.

The 'distance equation' is, therefore, multidimensional and complex. But it is vital
in understanding and managing the costs of an offshore outsourcing transition.
Solving this equation requires, firstly, an understanding of where these distances
matter to the performance of the specific activity being distributed to an offshore
vendor (or vendors). Secondly, once the relevant component(s) of the distance
equation has been isolated, overcoming these distances requires intervention at
strategic and operational levels. Arguably, offshore outsourcing has grown
because clients and vendors have managed to overcome these distances both
strategically and operationally.

At a strategic level, offshore outsourcing vendors have pursued a range of options
that can bring them closer to their clients. For example, they engage in multi-
sourcing, demonstrating to clients they are able to work collaboratively with their
competitors in the best interests of their clients. The bigger Indian vendors,
through acquisitions and Greenfield investments, now offer 'nearshoring' as a
solution to the distance equation. Such vendors have also recently been very
active in recruiting staff in the US and Europe - staff able to connect more
effectively with key stakeholders within client firms. In sum, these strategies
enable vendors to offer a range of options to clients that help overcome distances
and build trustworthy, productive business relationships.

At an operational level, offshore outsourcing vendors are able to offer various
models for relocating knowledge-intensive work. For example, they may offer
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direct interfacing (offshore engineers working directly with onshore client staff) or
gate-keeping (onshore vendor staff act in a shielding role) models. In both cases,
learning at the individual and team level takes place, although this is contingent on
the nature of the work being relocated. Knowledge then flows from client to
vendor, enabling vendors to become more entrenched in client business and
organisational systems as well as in their technological systems. Furthermore,
vendors increasingly offer cross-cultural training to clients in attempts to reduce
cultural distance.

Despite this progress, firms involved in offshore outsourcing should be wary about
resting on their laurels. This applies to clients and vendors alike. The main reason
for this is the persistence of hidden costs, the sources of which may be attributed
to a number of distance-related factors, including the following:

Client-vendor knowledge asymmetry

Vendors acquire critical knowledge relating to client-specific systems (technology
and applications), internal processes and the wider commercial domain of the
client. At the same time, this knowledge transfer to the vendor can be (is often)
associated with client knowledge depletion in specific areas. This occurs because
client staff are re-assigned or displaced as a result of the strategy to embark on
offshore outsourcing: the client focuses in on a core competence and outsources
non-core activity to the vendor. This can contribute to inter-organisational
distance.

New locations

New territories for relocating work are opening up all the time; Eastern Europe and
Latin America are examples. The levels of maturity amongst vendors vary
considerably in these locations. Whilst geographic, cultural and linguistic distances
may be reduced through nearshoring, inter-organisational distances can increase.

Vendor staff rotation

It is well recognised that vendor staff, particularly graduate technicians and
engineers, have a strong desire to advance their careers. Individuals who have
acquired skills and knowledge while working on a client project become restless
and keen to develop their careers on different projects, on assignments to
different clients or even for different vendors. Geographic distance can make it
difficult to anticipate and manage these situations.

Offshore-onshore vendor rifts

These relate to misunderstandings, and incentive and communication problems
opening up within the vendor, specifically between vendor staff placed onshore
(embedded within the client) and those retained offshore. Thus geographic and
intra-organisational distances may emerge within vendors, and clients will find this
particularly difficult to detect, at least until work products are delivered late and/or
below specification.

Good-quality management
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These examples are by no means exhaustive but do underline an important point:
maturity in offshore outsourcing has only partially solved the distance equation;
good-quality management is what is needed to fully solve it on an ongoing basis.

Firstly, clients need to manage offshore outsourcing contracts as a partnership
model, particularly if they envisage an ever-increasing volume and complexity of
work to be transitioned over these various distances to a vendor. The partnership
model emphasises multi-way knowledge flows, a shared sense of purpose and
trustworthy interpersonal relations amongst multiple layers of managers.
Importantly, this requires client project managers to become just as embedded in
vendor firms, as vendor staff do within their clients.

Second, clients need to be able to link poor performance more explicitly to the
hidden costs of distance. This means pinpointing the specific components of the
distance equation that matter most to the activity being relocated. Disaggregating
distance in this way enables clients and vendors to agree on the correct course of
intervention i.e. putting in the right fix. A solution may be at a strategic level, such
as a long-term shift in work dispersal from farshoring to nearshoring. It may also
be at an operational level, such as the placement of a home country national in a
gate-keeping role within the client organisation.

Third, both clients and vendors need to be able to anticipate changes in distances,
such as future distances opening up, as old ones close. This requires an external
view on the wider trends and opportunities within global sourcing. Responding to
these changes can be an important strategic issue; finding sustainable solutions to
new forms of distance will separate winners from losers.

In summary, it has become well-recognised that distance within offshore
outsourcing is a multidimensional problem. It is also one that is not going to
disappear in the foreseeable future. Clients and vendors that are able to
understand and manage the distance equation are more likely to leverage
capabilities efficiently and reduce hidden costs; they will ultimately be in a better
position to achieve lasting superior performance.

Christopher Williams PhD MBCS has worked in the field of software
development in technical, management and consulting roles since the
mid-1980s and is currently assistant professor of strategy at Amsterdam
Business School, where his research interests include the management of
offshoring transitions, knowledge creation and transfer, and
entrepreneurial initiatives within multinational enterprises (email:
c.williams@uva.nl)
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